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Assembly of wheels:
Lay down the chair. Take the clips out of the
leg and inser the wheels into the frame. Make
sure that all 4 wheels are in the same height
position before inserting the clips.
Turn the chair over for easier assembly of the
wheels.

Mounting the back:
Attach the back into the frame.

Assembly the back:
Insert the 4 screws and tighten with an Allen
wrench. Make sure that all 4 screws are
securely tightened.
Remember to retighten the screws after a
month. The screw shall be discarded after
the mounting and you shall use the screws to
the next mounting.
(Art. No 800290)

Mounting/Disassembly of armrest
For mounting/disassembly of armrests; pull up
the armrest and out to the side

Adjustment of armrests
The height of the armrest are adjusted by
loosening the umbraco screw and then
moving the armrest to the wished height and
then tightening the screw again.

Looking the wheels:
Before use of the chair bathing, showering or
lifting persons into the chair, make sure that all 4
wheels are locked.
To lock the chair, press down the grey plate as
shown on the picture to the left.

Mounting the footrests:
Adjust the height of the footrests by taking
the clips out, placing the footrests in the
wished position and putting the clips back in.
Footrests are to be placed on the front of the
frame in the footrests holders.
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Adjusting of push handles
Take out the clips and move the handle to the
wished position. Put the clips back in.
NB! There are holes so the handles can be
angled backwards or to the sides so the chair
is easier to manoevre.

Mounting of calf support
The calf support is fastened with Velcro tape on
the backside. The depth and the calf support is
adjusted by fastening the Velcro tape further in or
further out.
Care: Washable at max. 80 degrees

Mounting of side supports
The side supports are put in the square tube
on the chair frame. Height/Depth/Width is
adjusted by loosening the finger screw and
then holding the side support in the wished
position and then tightening the finger screw
again. If wished you can place the foam
pillow horizontal

Adjusting the headrest

Adjusting H+D headrest

(Art. No. 310221)

(Art. No. 310222)

The height and depth of the headrest is
The height of the headrest is adjusted by
adjusted by loosening the two finger screws
loosening the finger screw and tightening it again
and then tightening them again once they are
when the height is right.
in the right position.

Mounting of hipstrap
The two pars are mounted on the back rest tubes.
The hipstrap is closed and opened with Velcro.
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Adjusting the back rest
You open the back by pressing the two
plastic taps with your left hand, and then with
your right hand you pull the buckle out.
The depth of the back is adjusted by pulling
the webbing and then tighten it.
Care: Washable at maximum 80 degrees.

WARNING
Do not sit on the outer 10 cm of the
seat that the chair can tip forward

Do not stand on the footrests.

Art. No:

310500/310500-B

Max. Load 80 kg
Attention! Push the Clips to the bottom when adjusting
heights.
2 Years complaint rights against manufacturing errors.

Cleaning:
The product can be cleaned with regular cleaning without
non-abrasive detergent. Wash and dry the product after
the cleaning. The product can be washed up to 85°
degrees in 3 minutes.

Terms of claim for frame.
HMN grants 5 years claim rights against frame break-down for all
M2 Shower/commode chairs and stainless steel shower stools.
The warranty applies for production and material break downs,
and can only be used if the products have been in normal use.
Please note that the normal

This product is CE marking which
means the product complies with EU
legislations and enables the free
movement of the product in the
European market.

Art. No

Art. No

Spare Parts

800179

Mini seat (light grey)

800183

800180
310065

Seat cover
Clips for height adjustment, grey

800181
800184

310165

Clips for height adjustment, magenta

800185

800012

Pu foam pillow for armrests, 1 pcs (light
grey).
Screw for fastening of armrest pillows.

310076

Nylon bush for armrests

800187

800082

Bolt for armrest

800191

800013

Nylon bush for leg

800192

800182

White net weave back rest for Mini

800193

800181

Spare Parts
Armrest set with pu foam pillows, set
w/ 2 pieces
PU foam for the armrest
100 mm wheel with leg, 1 pcs.
100 mm wheel with leg. Set with 4
pcs.

310081

Finger screw for head support holder

800186

Push handle, 1 pcs
Umbra co screw for height adjustment
for armrest, 1pcs
Pu foam pillow for head rest (light
grey)
Pu foam pillow for side support (light
grey)
Finger screw for side support (round)
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